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Lectical Level—Lectical Level is a score on the Lectical Scale, a 
lifespan developmental scale based on Dr. Kurt Fischer’s Dynamic 
Skill Scale. Scores on the Lectical Scale represent increasing 
complexity. In the case of the LDMA, they represent increasing 
complexity in real-world decision-making.

Clarity—Clarity involves the degree to which an individual’s 
arguments are coherent and persuasive, how well their arguments 
are framed, and how well their ideas are connected. Individuals 
who think more clearly make better decisions and grow more 
rapidly than individuals who think less clearly.

VUCA skills—These are skills for perspective coordination, 
decision-making under complexity, contextual thinking, and 
collaboration. VUCA skills are required for making good decisions 
in volatile, uncertain, complex, or ambiguous contexts.

Metrics



     LDMA competency model
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Clarity consists of four sub-skills: framing arguments, making clear 
arguments, connecting ideas logically, and providing persuasive 
justifications.

VUCA skills can also be divided into four sub-skills: perspective 
coordination, decision-making under complexity, contextual 
thinking, and collaborative capacity.



About this report
This report presents a summary of Julia’s LDMA results.

Lectical Score: The first slide places Julia’s Lectical Score within the 
context of four common complexity ranges in a typical large 
organization.

Clarity, & VUCA: The first slide shows Julia’s Clarity and VUCA scores, 
along with descriptions of their meanings and implications. 

Potential growth: The second slide presents Julia’s Lectical Level score 
within the context of average expected growth trajectories and Julia’s 
potential growth trajectory based on her Clarity and VUCA scores.

Analyst thoughts: On the final slide, we have included a few thoughts 
from the analysts who scored this assessment. You may find these 
useful if this candidate is interviewed later in your recruitment process. 



Clarity: Julia demonstrated excellent 
argumentation skills and is likely to grow rapidly 
in a developmentally supportive environment.

VUCA: Her skills for working with volatility, 
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity require 
quite a bit of work. In general, they are not 
strong enough for consistent success in a 
leadership role.

     Clarity & VUCA—Julia Lennon

Lectical score = 1130 Clarity = 92 VUCA  = 53
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All scores in this report (aside from the Lectical Score), have been converted to  percentages. At present, they differ 
from the scores on the full report. Clarity: High 85.01-100, acceptable 70.01-85, low < 71, VUCA skills: excellent 
88.01-100, strong, 76.01-88, acceptable 64.01-76, marginal 52.01-64, poor <52



     General benchmarks—Julia Lennon (1130)

Entry-level Mid-level Senior-level Executive



Lectical score = 1130

Curve location: Currently Julia is performing between the 
C & D curves. Less than 8% of the adult population 
performs in this range.

Average potential for growth: On average, the Lectical 
Scores of individuals performing on the D curve are likely to 
plateau at around 1175.

Individual potential for growth: Given that you have a 
high Clarity score, there is potential for moving closer to the 
C curve, especially if she works on her VUCA skills. 

     Potential growth analysis—Julia Lennon
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Based on scorer impressions...

Implicit vs. explicit knowledge:  Although the actions Susanne 
recommended in her responses suggested that she is quite experienced, 
she had difficulty explaining why she would recommend those actions. 
This may have implications for her ability to explain her thoughts well 
enough to engage others. 

Personality: Susanne’s responses suggest that she enjoys working in a 
well-ordered environment in which expectations are clear. 

Attitude or mood: Susanne clearly resonated with the dilemma, but did 
not seem optimistic that it could actually be resolved.

Potential biases: Susanne expressed a preference for intuition over 
reason. 

Analyst thoughts


